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ABSTRACT
The James Webb Space Telescope (JWST ) is expected to revolutionize the cur-
rent understanding of Jovian worlds over the coming decade. However, as the field
pushes towards characterizing cooler, smaller, “terrestrial-like” planets, dedicated
next-generation facilities will be required to tease out the small spectral signatures
indicative of biological activity. Here, the feasibility of determining atmospheric prop-
erties, from near to mid-infrared transmission spectra, of transiting temperate ter-
restrial M-dwarf companions, has been evaluated. Specifically, atmospheric retrievals
were utilized to explore the trade space between spectral resolution, wavelength cover-
age, and signal-to-noise on the ability to both detect molecular species and constrain
their abundances. Increasing spectral resolution beyond R=100 for near-infrared
wavelengths, shorter than 5µm, proves to reduce the degeneracy between spectral
features of different molecules and thus greatly benefits the abundance constraints.
However, this benefit is greatly diminished beyond 5µm as any overlap between broad
features in the mid-infrared does not deconvolve with higher resolutions. Additionally,
the inclusion of features beyond 11µm did not meaningfully improve the detection sig-
nificance nor abundance constraints results. The findings of this study indicate that
an instrument with continuous wavelength coverage from approximately 2-11µm and
with a resolution of R'50-300, would be capable of detecting H2O, CO2, CH4, O3,
and N2O in the atmosphere of an Earth-analog transiting an M-dwarf (magK=8.0)
within 50 transits, and obtain better than an order-of-magnitude constraint on each
of their abundances.
The Origins Space Telescope (Origins) is one of four flagship mission concepts,
under review by the 2020 Decadal Survey, that may take the mantle of the next-
generation space-based observatory. In conjunction with this research, a secondary
trade space study was performed on behalf of the Origins Exoplanets Working Group.
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The primary purpose of this collaboration was to provide a scientific basis to the tech-
nical specifications for the mid-infrared detectors onboard the Mid-Infrared Spectrom-
eter Camera Transit Spectrometer (MISC-T) instrument. The results of this work
directly contributed to the alteration of the official technical specifications of the
instrument design concept.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Characterizing the climate and composition of terrestrial atmospheres is a primary
goal of exoplanet science over the next few decades (NAS 2020 Vision1). Among the
growing catalog of targets, temperate terrestrial exoplanets are of great interest due
to their possible astrobiological implications. Namely, their potential to develop and
maintain volatile-rich secondary atmospheres capable of supporting biology. As Earth
is the only known planet to host life, it is straight-forward that we would begin our
search for extraterrestrial life by considering the conditions on Earth as the primary
conditions which must exist for the development of life as we know it.
The principal gases that comprise Earth’s atmosphere (nitrogen/nitrous oxide,
water, carbon dioxide, oxygen/ozone, and methane) are generally regarded as “bio-
indicators” meaning that their presence is indicative of potentially habitable atmo-
spheric conditions. “Biosignatures” are those observables that are representative of
biological processes affecting the planet’s atmospheric chemistry (i.e. the presence of
life). Catling and Kasting (2007) showed that all of the bulk gases in Earth’s atmo-
sphere, excluding inert gases, are influenced by biogenic processes. Life on Earth is
the primary contributor to the global chemical disequilibrium (Krissansen-Totten et
al. 2016), and for this reason disequilibrium is presumed to be a robust biosignature
(Cockell et al. 2009, Kasting et al. 2009, Le´ger 2000, Sagan et al. 1993, Seager
2014, Seager & Bains 2015, Seager & Deming 2010). The combinations of molecules
responsible for Earth’s disequilibrium are O3+CH4 and O3+N2O (Krissansen-Totten
et al. 2016). If detected at certain abundances, the presence of these molecules si-
1https://sites.nationalacademies.org/cs/groups/bpasite/documents/webpage/bpa 064932.pdf
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multaneously cannot be plausibly explained by abiotic processes (Domagal-Goldman
et al. 2014; Harman et al. 2015; Leger et al. 1993; Meadows et al. 2018b; Segura
et al. 2003; Tian et al. 2014; Schwieterman et al. 2016; Meadows 2017; Harman &
Domagal-Goldman 2018). As such, a key goal of exoplanet exploration is to detect
the presence and quantify the abundances of these gases on nearby terrestrial worlds.
Due to the favorable planet-to-star radius ratio and occurrence rates, M-dwarf
systems offer the most promising near-term opportunity for characterizing temperate
terrestrial worlds and the possible presence of biosignatures. Ground-based radial
velocity surveys and the Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS ) are expected
to detect dozens of temperate terrestrial-sized (0.8 - 1.6R⊕) exoplanets around M-
dwarf’s (Quirrenbach et al. 2018; Barclay+2018; Kempton+2018; Zechmeister et al.
2019), potentially amenable to follow-up with JWST over the coming decade. Nu-
merous previous works have demonstrated that JWST will likely provide astounding
constraints on the atmospheric properties of Jovian-to-Super-Earth planets (Deming
et al. 2009, Beichman et al. 2014, Barstow et al. 2014, Greene et al. 2016, Batalha
& Line 2017; Rocchetto et al. 2016; Benneke & Seager 2013). However, it remains an
open question as to how well JWST will perform as it is pushed to observe temper-
ate terrestrial bodies with smaller spectral features. Possible limitations may stem
from a combination of large detector noise floors (similar detector technology as HST
WFC3 and Spitzer IRAC, Greene et al. 2016), saturation limits for the brightest
targets (Batalha et al. 2018), and lack of continuous near-to-mid-infrared wavelength
coverage in a single mode (greatly increasing the number of required transits).
The discovery of the TRAPPIST-1 system (Gillon et al. 2016, 2017) has lead
to a number of works investigating the climate, composition, and internal structure
of temperate M-dwarf worlds (Unterborn et al. 2017; Turbet et al. 2018; Suissa &
Kipping 2018; Meadows et al. 2017; Wunderlick et al. 2019). Complementary to these
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efforts, recent studies have explored the capabilities of JWST to characterize various
atmospheric compositions on TRAPPIST-1 planets through both transmission and
thermal emission spectroscopy (Barstow & Irwin 2016; Morley et al. 2017; Batalha
et al. 2018; Krissansen-Totten et al. 2018; Lustig-Yaeger et al. 2019; Wunderlick et
al. 2019).
Morley et al. (2017) concluded that JWST ’s NIRSpec G235M/F170LP mode
(1.66 - 3.07µm) would be capable of rejecting a flat-line spectrum at 5σ confidence
within 20 transits for a range of atmospheric compositions. While a flat-line rejection
test is valuable, it does not guarantee the ability to detect the presence of any specific
molecule with high statistical confidence. Lustig-Yaeger et al. (2019) concluded that
transmission spectroscopy with NIRSpec PRISM is optimal for detecting the presence
of high mean molecular weight atmospheres within ∼12 transits. Additionally, they
find that CO2, if present, will be easily detectable regardless of the atmospheric
composition and MIRI-LRS may be capable of detecting the 9.6µm O3 feature on
planet 1e (with an SNR=3) with greater than 100 transits (exceeding the number of
observable transits in the mission lifetime). Wunderlich et al. (2019) produced self-
consistent forward models for the atmosphere of an Earth-like planet around early-to-
late M-dwarfs. Their “Earth around TRAPPIST-1” model notably predicts a greatly
increased temperature in the mid-to-upper atmosphere, inflating the scale height and
increasing the detectability of molecular species through transmission spectroscopy.
Furthermore, the predicted chemical evolution indicated a significant enhancement of
CH4 and H2O compared to modern Earth and subsequently, that their corresponding
spectral features, along with CO2, would be detectable within ∼10 transits when
using the appropriate NIRSpec high-resolution filters.
Barstow & Irwin (2016) performed a retrieval analysis on synthetic spectra of the
inner-most TRAPPIST-1 companions (b, c, d) each with an Earth-like composition
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atmosphere. Utilizing a combination of NIRSpec PRISM and MIRI-LRS, they con-
cluded that O3, at Earth-like abundances, would be detectable on planets 1c and
1d with 30 transits on each instrument. Utilizing an atmospheric retrieval analysis,
Krissansen-Totten et al. (2018) analyzed the detectability of the CO2+CH4 dise-
quilibrium biosignature, suspected to have been present in Earth’s early (Archean)
atmosphere when the abundances of each were significantly enhanced compared to
modern-day values. They concluded that JWST would be capable of obtaining order-
of-magnitude constraints on the mixing ratios of both CH4 and CO2 in an Archean
Earth-like atmosphere, in ∼10 transits. Alternatively, the abundance of O3 in a mod-
ern Earth-like atmosphere could not be constrained by NIRSpec Prism and would be
completely unbounded by MIRI-LRS.
While it may be possible for JWST to detect and constrain the dominant molecu-
lar species in certain terrestrial atmospheres with advantageous compositions, existing
literature does not substantiate its capabilities to detect or constrain the abundances
of the five primary bio-indicators in a modern Earth-like atmosphere on a terrestrial
M-dwarf companion.
The primary aims of the following studies was to develop a baseline understanding
of how key observational parameters (spectral resolution, wavelength coverage, and
signal-to-noise) of near-to-mid-infrared transmission spectra influence the ability to
detect and constrain biologically relevant molecular species in the atmospheres of
transiting Earth-like planets orbiting M-dwarfs. We leveraged powerful Bayesian
retrieval tools to obtain both parameter constraints and Bayesian molecular detection
significances as a function of the instrumental trades. Chapter 2 details the setup for
our forwards model and retrieval techniques. Chapter 3 describes the instrumental-
trade space that we explored. Chapter 4 summarizes the key results followed by a
discussion and key points in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2
SIMULATION SET-UP
Here, we outline the development of our forward model used to compute the
synthetic transmission spectra, elaborate on the instrumental trade space, discuss
the details of our instrument noise model, and review our retrieval approach.
2.1 Transmission Forwards Model
We simulate the transmission spectrum of a terrestrial planet, with mass and ra-
dius equivalent to TRAPPIST-1e, residing within the “habitable zone” of TRAPPIST-1
with an approximate modern Earth-like atmosphere (observational system setup/
signal-to-noise discussed below). We acknowledge, up front, that this may not be
a physically plausible scenario due to the vastly different incident spectral energy
distribution. However, given the overwhelming number of unknowns involved in
self-consistent planetary atmosphere modeling (e.g., star-planet interactions, surface
fluxes, formation conditions, bulk elemental composition, 3D atmospheric dynamical
effects, cloud micro-physics, dynamical evolution/history) we simply choose to treat
our atmosphere as “Earth-like” (as has also been done in previous works, Morley et
al. 2017; Krissansen-Totten et al. 2018).
To produce model transmission spectra, we leverage a variant of the CHIMERA1
transmission spectrum routine (Batalha & Line 2017; Line et al. 2013; Greene et
al. 2016; Line & Parmentier 2016). Specifically, we re-parameterize the code (Table
2.1) to make it more amenable for temperate worlds by including as free parame-
ters the constant-with-altitude mixing ratios of H2O, CO2, CO, CH4, O3, N2O and
1https://github.com/ExoCTK/chimera
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an “unknown” background gas with a free-parameter molecular weight (taken to be
earth’s N2+O2 value), an isothermal “scale-height” temperature, planetary radius at
the surface (or scaling there-of), and an opaque gray cloud-top-pressure (nominal
truth values given in Table 2.1). We mimic refraction with this cloud top pressure
(here, 0.56 bars) using the prescription from Robinson et al. (2017), but otherwise
assume a cloud free atmosphere (the refractive layer is in affect, mimicking a cloud,
as well as its inclusion as a free parameter). CHIMERA uses correlated-K opacities
(computed at the given constant resolving powers below), here derived from a grid of
pre-computed line-by-line (≤0.01 cm−1, 70 - 410K, 1E-7 - 30 bar) cross-sections gener-
ated with the HITRAN HAPI Routine (Kochanov et al. 2016) and the HITRAN2016
line database (Gordon et al. 2016). We do not include collision induced opacities,
though they may spectrally present themselves (Schwieterman et al. 2015).
2.2 Parameter Estimation & Model Selection Approach
We perform Bayesian parameter estimation and model selection, on the simulated
datasets described below, using the pyMultiNest routine (Buchner et al. 2014) follow-
ing the methods described in Benneke & Seager (2013). We initialized our retrievals
with 3000 live points. An advantage of nested sampling algorithms is ease of evidence
computation, which can be used to assess model complexity. We use Bayesian nested
model comparison (by removing one gas at a time) to determine the detection signif-
icance of each molecular species (Trotta 2008; Benneke & Seager 2013), and is what
we utilize as a metric for assessing instrument performance. An advantage of utilizing
the detection significance via the Bayesian evidence, over more traditional methods
(e.g., “line” or “band” height above a continuum relative to the noise) is that it fully
utilizes all of the spectral information included in all of the relevant bands as well as
encompasses the model degeneracies.
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2.3 Simulated Spectrograph & Radiometric Noise Model
The noise model used for this study is adapted from Greene et al. (2016) for
characterizing transiting exoplanet atmospheres with JWST. The software package
computes a realistic transmission spectrum (including uncertainties) of an exoplanet
passing in front of a model star. The code also takes as input the limiting fractional
precision (i.e. noise floor) of the instrument.
Modifications were made to the code to reflect the expected performance of a next-
generation mid-infrared telescope with a 25m2 collecting area, 3 arcsec radius field
aperture, 2.85 - 30 micron wavelength range (HgCdTe detectors below 10.5 microns
and SiAs detectors above 10.5 microns), a zodiacal background estimated by Glass
et al. (2015a, 2015b), and an intrinsic resolving power of 300. These modifications
reflect the capabilities of new detector technologies discussed by Matsuo et al. (2018).
Our input stellar spectrum derives from the PHOENIX stellar models using the
PySynPhot software package (Husser et al. 2013). We adopted the values for
TRAPPIST-1 (T=2550K, M/H=0.40, log(g)=4.0) and stellar radius of 81373.5km
from Gillion et al. (2016). Additionally, we have scaled the stellar spectrum to a
K-band magnitude of 8.0 rather than magK = 10.3, TRAPPIST-1’s native magni-
tude. While this may be representative of an optimistic scenario, magK = 8.0 is
the mean magnitude of the brightest 10 M-dwarf stars in the Barclay catalog of the
predicted TESS yield (Barclay et al. 2018).
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Model Value Uniform Prior
log(H2O) -5.5 [-12, 0]
log(CO2) -3.45 [-12, 0]
log(CH4) -6.3 [-12, 0]
log(O3) -6.5 [-12, 0]
log(N2O) -6.3 [-12, 0]
log(CO) -7.0 [-12, 0]
Tiso 280K [100, 800]
xRP 0.918R⊕ [0.5, 1.5]
log(CTP) -0.25 [-6, 2]
Bkg MMW 28.6 [2.0, 44.0]
Table 2.1: The 10 free parameters, the model values, and their associated uniform
priors used in our CHIMERA radiative transfer and retrieval code.
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Figure 2.1: Validation of our transmission forward model (at R=100) against the
Virtual Planetary Laboratory (VPL) Earth model2 utilizing the same temperature-
pressure and gas mixing ratio profiles. The spectra were scaled to a 1R⊕ around a
0.15R star. For reference, overlaid are 5 ppm error bars.
2(http://depts.washington.edu/naivpl/content/vpl-spectral-explorer)
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Short Wavelength Long Wavelength Spectral Resolution
Boundary Boundary
1µm
5µm
300
100
50
11µm
100
50
30µm
100
50
30
3µm
5µm
300
100
50
11µm
300
100
50
30µm
100
50
30
5µm
11µm
100
50
30
30µm
100
50
30
Table 2.2: A breakdown of the 23 test cases evaluated in this study as a combination
of wavelength coverage and spectral resolution.
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Chapter 3
OBSERVATIONAL PARAMETER SPACE
We produce synthetic transmission spectra of our Earth-like atmosphere model
over a grid of spectral resolution and bandpass choices. The nominal wavelength cov-
erage was chosen to cover the near and mid-infrared regimes spanning 1-30µm, shown
in Figure 3.1. We divide this wavelength range into 8 separate regimes to explore the
influence of additional bands of a given molecule and their overlap with features of
other molecules. Additionally, we test low and moderate spectral resolutions ranging
from R=30 to R=300. The spectral resolution (λ/δλ) dictates the degree to which
individual molecular bands can be resolved and overlap degeneracies broken. Figure
3.2 compares the spectra at the resolutions explored in this work. We simulate dif-
ferent resolutions within each spectral band in order to explore the resolution trade
along with each wavelength regime. This produces a grid of 23 test cases (shown in
Table 2.2) to evaluate through our retrieval algorithm described in 2.2.
In addition to resolution and wavelength coverage, we also explored the signal-
to-noise trade, parameterized here as the number of transits (1-100), which can be
considered a proxy for mirror diameter or source magnitude, where the noise on a
single transit is defined by the “nominal” noise model setup described in 2.3. Utiliz-
ing this trade, we explored the minimum number of transits necessary to achieve a
threshold 3.6σ confidence level detection of each molecule. We provide Equations 3.1
& 3.2 as a means of converting our retrieval results to stars of differing magnitudes
or for different sized collecting mirrors.
11
Meff = 8.0− 2.5 log10(
T2
T1
) (3.1)
Where T2/T1 is the ratio determining how many more or less transits are equivalent
to a change from the native magnitude (Mnom = 8.0) to a new magnitude (Meff ).
Aeff = 25
√
T2
T1
(3.2)
Where T2/T1 is the ratio determining how many more or less transits are equivalent to
a change from the native collecting area (Anom = 25m
2) to a new mirror size (Aeff ).
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Chapter 4
RETRIEVAL RESULTS
For the majority of our test cases, the inclusion of a broader bandpass decreases
both the necessary observation time to claim a statistically significant detection and
reduces the uncertainty on the abundance constraints. Therefore, with few molecule-
specific exceptions, we find that altering the choice of wavelength coverage has a
more prominent benefit for both our detection significance values and abundance
constraints than the choice of spectral resolution. Tables 4.1 & 4.2 provide all of our
retrieval results for detection significance and abundance constraints, respectively.
Figure 4.1 visually summarizes these results for four key bandpasses (1-5µm, 1-11µm,
3-11µm, and 5-30µm) over each of the spectral resolutions probed for those band-
passes. Figure 4.2 provides a visual understanding of how the abundance constraints,
for each molecular species, become narrower as a function of the signal-to-noise trade
by increasing the number of transits observed.
Our detection significance analysis directly compares each bandpass and resolu-
tion combination by determining the number of transits required to achieve a 3.6σ
detection for a specific molecule. Table 4.1 displays these required number of transits
for each molecule over each combination of resolution and wavelength coverage.
Table 4.2 enumerates the 1σ error widths for each molecule within each of our 23
test cases at 50 transits. Figures 4.3 through 4.7 within each of the following sections
reveal the influence that an increasing number of transits has on the abundance con-
straints, for each molecule individually at R=100. The following subsections provide
an in-depth analysis of each molecule and the most relevant transitions that influence
our abundance constraints and detection significance results.
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4.1 Water (H2O)
Water has spectral features spanning nearly the entire wavelength range in this
study, with the most prominent features centered at 2.65µm and 6.3µm. Additionally,
there are two smaller features extending into the near-infrared at 1.4µm and 1.85µm as
well as a series of features upwards of 20µm. The most relevant comparison is between
the near-infrared (which we define as the 1-5µm bandpass) and the mid-infrared (5-
11µm). In isolation from other water features in the 5-11µm region, the broad 6.3µm
feature produces comparatively underwhelming results (for both detection significance
and abundance constraints) likely due to the limited contribution from the few other
prominent features in this bandpass (Benneke & Seager 2012). In contrast, the 1-5µm
region encompasses the prominent 2.65µm feature as well as the two smaller features.
The precision on the abundance constraints improves by approximately 60% both
when increasing the resolution from R=50 to R=100 and again from R=100 to R=300.
However, it is worth noting that these near-infrared features are very narrow and are
thus significantly more sensitive to changes in the choice of spectral resolution. High
resolution values will deconvolve overlapping spectral features of different molecular
species. At a resolution of R=100, a single H2O feature in the near-infrared consists
of between 10-20 resolution elements compared to 44 for the 6.3µm feature.
While the near-infrared (1-5µm bandpass) produces the tightest abundance con-
straints, it does not provide the greatest detection significance values given the same
spectral resolution and number of transits. By comparison, the 3-11µm range (which
does not include additional H2O features) requires 33.9% less observation time at
R=100 and 50.0% less at R=50 than the 1-5µm bandpass. Alternatively, by looking
further into the mid-infrared, the 5-30µm bandpass offers a 3.4% decrease at R=100
and a 24.5% decrease at R=50 compared to the 1-5µm bandpass.
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4.2 Carbon Dioxide (CO2)
Due to its prominent spectral features across most of the near and mid-infrared,
CO2 is the easiest molecule to detect within each of our bandpass choices, with the
exception of 5-11µm. CO2 possess four prominent spectral features centered at 2.0,
2.7, 4.3, and 15um. The 5-11µm region is the only bandpass choice which does not
include a spectral feature for CO2. Any other choice of wavelength coverage and
spectral resolution evaluated in our study proved to be sufficient to constrain CO2
in less than 7 transits. The inclusion of the 4.3µm feature ensures a 3.6σ detection
within the observation time of approximately a single transit.
Despite the strong detection of CO2, the abundance constraints are ironically, not
as precise as would be expected. This is largely due to the fact that deriving narrow
abundance constraints relies on a change in the strengths of the spectral features.
Line & Parmentier (2016) derive the function for spectral modulation with respect to
wavelength for multiple absorbing molecular species, reproduced here for convenience
(Equation 4.1).
dαλ
dλ
=
2Rp
R2?
H
1
1 +
ξ2σλ,2
ξ1σλ,1
(
d ln(σλ,1)
dλ
+
ξ2σλ,2
ξ1σλ,1
d ln(σλ,2)
dλ
)
(4.1)
Where dαλ/dλ is the wavelength dependent slope of the transmission spectra. H is
the scale height given by kbT
µg
and σλ,i and ξi are the absorption cross section and
abundance, respectively, of a given molecular species.
In the case of CO2, the ξ1σλ,1 term is so much greater than the other absorbers
that the spectral modulation due to CO2 becomes insensitive to even large changes in
the abundance. The retrieval thus determines that a wide range of abundance values
can reproduce the shape of the observed features within the error bars. Therefore, the
only means to narrow the constraint is to increase the number of observed transits.
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At 50 transits, the 1-5µm bandpass produces approximately a single order-of-
magnitude (1.01dex) constraint at R=100 or 0.81dex at R=300. The abundance
constraints produced by the 1-5µm bandpass cases at both R=50 and R=100 are
comparable to those of both the 3-11µm and 3-30µm bandpasses.
4.3 Methane (CH4)
Due to its low abundance in the modern Earth atmosphere, CH4 is difficult to
detect and ultimately determines the lower limit on the observing time required to
detect all five bio-indicator molecules. Despite the larger number of transits required
to detect CH4, we can place the best constraints on its abundance due to the sen-
sitivity of its feature strengths to small changes in abundance. In Figure 4.8, we
compare the residuals of spectra generated with a ±0.5dex abundance change in CH4
and CO2, individually. These residuals reveal that an OOM change in abundance
for CH4 result in a 3.25x greater change in the average spectral modulation, when
compared to CO2, across the entire 1-30µm bandpass.
At Earth-like abundances, CH4 has only three discernible spectral features in the
near and mid-infrared: 2.3, 3.3, and 7.6µm. The most prominent of these is centered
at 7.6µm and directly overlaps with a larger N2O feature centered at 7.7µm. Bandpass
choices that exclude additional methane features will lack the ability to overcome this
degeneracy. Fortunately, the 3.3µm (ν3) feature provides an unambiguous marker for
the presence of CH4. We find that the inclusion of this feature is crucial to detect-
ing CH4 as neither the 5-11µm nor the 5-30µm bandpasses are capable of detecting
methane within 100 transits, despite the presence of the 7.6µm (ν4) feature. There is
an additional feature at 2.3µm which, when combined with the 3.3µm band, greatly
improves the detection significance.
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When observing only the 3-5µm bandpass, at R=300, CH4 is detectable with 54.9
transits and provides an abundance constraint of 1.04dex at 50 transits. Maintaining
this narrow wavelength coverage and reducing to R=100, increases the necessary ob-
servation time to beyond 100 transits. However, expanding our bandpass either to the
near or mid-infrared regimes proves to provide significant benefits. The near-infrared
bandpass (1-5µm) requires 38.5 transits and provides a 0.63dex (at 50 transits) abun-
dance constraint or 54.4 transits and 0.81dex for R=300 and R=100, respectively.
Alternatively, observing the 3-11µm bandpass requires 34.3 transits and provides a
0.79dex (at 50 transits) abundance constraint or 61.7 transits and 0.99dex for R=300
and R=100, respectively.
Based on these results, we find that including the ν3 feature, within the chosen
bandpass, is essential to detecting and constraining CH4. In the scenario that spec-
tral resolution is limited to R=100, the addition of the 2.3µm feature is incredibly
beneficial, providing a 0.5dex improvement in the abundance constraint and requiring
only a third of the observational time. However, while it is certainly ideal to include
both features if possible, it is quite noteworthy that the benefit of a higher resolu-
tion (R=300) choice, in the absence of the 2.3µm feature, outweighs the benefit of
including this feature at a lower resolution (R=100).
4.4 Ozone (O3)
Ozone is different from the other molecular species we have addressed thus far,
in that its most prominent features extend further into the mid-infrared. The three
primary features for O3 are at 4.75, 9.6, and 14.2µm with the 9.6µm feature being
the strongest. Conveniently, due to the location of these spectral features and our
bandpass choices, we can evaluate the benefit of each additional feature, individually,
on the retrieval results.
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Isolating the 9.6µm feature, in the 5-11µm bandpass, requires a relatively low
number of transits at only 14.9 and 18.2 transits for resolutions of R=100 and R=50,
respectively. However, the abundance constraints for this bandpass exceed an order-
of-magnitude at 1.41dex (R=100) and 1.58dex (R=50). If we choose to observe further
into the mid-infrared (5-30µm), including the features at 9.6µm and 14.7µm, we notice
only slight reductions in the required observation time and maintain larger than an
order-of-magnitude constraint on both abundance values. The one noticeable benefit
of including these longer wavelengths is that less than 20 transits are required to detect
O3 even at a resolution of R=30. Alternatively, extending the bandpass to 3-11µm to
include the 4.75µm feature, results in a reduction of the necessary observation time to
10.5 transits for a resolution of R=100 (12.9 for R=50) and improves our abundance
constraints by nearly a factor of four (0.82dex and 0.99dex) for both R=100 and R=50.
It is worth noting that the 4.75µm feature has significant overlap with a minor CO2
feature, thereby causing a degeneracy if observed without additional O3 features.
We conclude that the optimal wavelength coverage for detecting and constraining
O3 is the 3-11µm bandpass choice. Additionally, this bandpass would only require a
resolution of R=50 to place an order-of-magnitude constrain on the volume mixing
ratio for O3.
4.5 Nitrous Oxide (N2O)
Similar to O3, the most prominent features for N2O extend out into the longer
wavelengths. N2O’s strongest spectral features are located at 4.5µm and 7.7µm, each
with an adjacent smaller feature at 3.9µm and 8.6µm, respectively. Although there
is a broad feature at 17µm it is overlapped by a much larger CO2 feature.
Due to the large degree of degeneracy with the 7.6µm CH4 feature, isolating the
7.7µm and 8.6µm features in the 5-11µm bandpass proves to be inadequate. At a
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spectral resolution of R=100, the 5-11µm bandpass requires nearly twelve times as
many transits (∼94 transits) as the 3-11µm bandpass would require to obtain a 3.6σ
detection. Extending to 30µm incorporates the 17µm feature and only reduces the
observational time to 72.8 transits while the constraints still exceed 1.50dex.
We find that the 3-5µm bandpass is sufficient to detect N2O at 14.4 transits
(R=100) or 23.8 transits (R=50), making it one of the only two molecular species
that can be constrained in that bandpass within relatively few transits. However,
that region is too narrow to provide adequate abundance constraints, resulting in a
1.27dex constraint at 50 transits. If we expand to either the 1-5µm or the 3-11µm
bandpass, our required number of transits drops to 9.2 and 7.9, respectively. The
corresponding constraints at 50 transits are 0.97dex (1-5µm) and 1.02dex (3-11µm),
roughly an order-of-magnitude for both. The 3-11µm region would thus allow for a
3.6σ detection in fewer transits than would be required for either O3 or H2O within the
same regime. Likewise, the 1-5µm bandpass requires only 39.5% of the observational
time, to detect N2O, as needed to detect H2O in the same regime. With comparable
abundance constraints, the 3-11µm bandpass proves to be the optimal bandpass,
requiring only 74% to 86% (R=50 to R=100) of the observation time as the 1-5µm
bandpass choice.
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Bandpass Resolution H2O CO2 CH4 O3 N2O
1-5µm
300 18.1 < 1 38.5 - 7.7
100 23.3 < 1 54.4 - 9.2
50 39.2 < 1 - - 14.3
1-11µm
100 6.5 < 1 44 8.5 5.7
50 7.3 < 1 52.1 9.4 7.4
1-30µm
100 6.3 < 1 43.8 8.3 5.5
50 7.0 < 1 50 9.1 7.2
30 8.5 1.13 - 10.9 9.0
3-5µm
300 - 1.03 54.9 - 11.2
100 - 1.08 - - 14.4
50 - 1.13 - - 23.8
3-11µm
300 11.9 < 1 34.3 8.9 5.6
100 15.4 1.07 61.7 10.5 7.9
50 19.6 1.11 - 12.9 10.6
3-30µm
100 14.4 < 1 60 10.2 7.7
50 17.4 < 1 - 11.8 9.6
30 21.1 1.15 - 14.7 12.2
5-11µm
100 33.1 - - 14.9 94.0
50 50 - - 18.2 -
30 67.2 - - 24.3 -
5-30µm
100 22.5 6.75 - 12.9 72.8
50 29.6 6.88 - 15.1 -
30 36.8 6.96 - 18.2 -
Table 4.1: Shown are the number of transits required to detect each molecule to
3.6σ confidence for each of our test cases. A dash indicates that achieving a 3.6σ was
not possible within 100 transits and therefore, outside the scope of this study.
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Bandpass Resolution H2O CO2 CH4 O3 N2O
1-5µm
300 0.77 0.81 0.63 0.65 0.77
100 0.99 1.01 0.81 ↑ 0.97
50 1.19 1.24 1.03 ↑ 1.19
1-11µm
100 0.79 0.77 0.65 0.60 0.74
50 0.99 0.93 0.81 0.75 0.92
1-30µm
100 0.77 0.74 0.63 0.59 0.72
50 0.97 0.91 0.80 0.73 0.89
30 1.15 1.08 0.99 0.87 1.07
3-5µm
300 ↑ 1.31 1.04 0.95 1.16
100 ↑ 1.44 1.32 ↑ 1.27
50 ↑ 1.86 ↑ ↑ 1.65
3-11µm
300 0.95 0.91 0.79 0.68 0.85
100 1.15 1.07 0.99 0.82 1.02
50 1.37 1.29 1.30 0.99 1.23
3-30µm
100 1.10 0.74 0.94 0.79 0.99
50 1.33 0.91 1.21 0.96 1.21
30 1.54 1.08 1.52 1.10 1.38
5-11µm
100 1.89 - ↑ 1.41 1.70
50 2.05 - - 1.58 2.01
30 2.10 - - 1.58 2.03
5-30µm
100 1.70 1.61 ↑ 1.23 1.50
50 1.80 1.68 ↑ 1.29 1.69
30 1.92 1.74 ↑ 1.33 1.78
Table 4.2: Shown are the logarithmic constraints on the vertical mixing ratios for
each molecule, at 50 transits, for each of our test cases. The ↑ marker denotes an
upper limit and dash represents that the parameter was entirely unconstrained by
the retrieval.
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Figure 4.1: Retrieval results for each bio-indicator molecule over four bandpass
choices and each spectral resolution combination. Smaller bars indicate better results:
less observation time for 3.6σ detection (for the left charts) or tighter abundance
constraints (for the right charts).
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5 Transits 10 Transits 25 Transits 50 Transits 100 Transits
Figure 4.2: Abundance constraints for each molecule within three key bandpasses
(each at R=100) as a function of the number of observed transits. The heights of each
histogram window has been fixed to a constant value to allow for a direct comparison
of the shape of the marginalized posterior probability distributions for each gas. The
“hard edge” of some distributions, near low abundances, indicates those that extend
beyond the prior range. 25
R50 R100 R300
1-5μm 3-11μm
Figure 4.3: Compares the improvements of the abundance constraints for H2O, with
increasing numbers of transits at three resolutions for the two key bandpass choices.
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R50 R100 R300
1-5μm 3-11μm
Figure 4.4: Compares the improvements of the abundance constraints for CO2, with
increasing numbers of transits at three resolutions for the two key bandpass choices.
R50 R100 R300
1-5μm 3-11μm
Figure 4.5: Compares the improvements of the abundance constraints for CH4, with
increasing numbers of transits at three resolutions for the two key bandpass choices.
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R50 R100 R300
1-5μm 3-11μm
Figure 4.6: Compares the improvements of the abundance constraints for O3, with
increasing numbers of transits at three resolutions for the two key bandpass choices.
R50 R100 R300
1-5μm 3-11μm
Figure 4.7: Compares the improvements of the abundance constraints for N2O, with
increasing numbers of transits at three resolutions for the two key bandpass choices.
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Chapter 5
SUMMARY
5.1 Discussion & Conclusions
Unsurprisingly, we find that obtaining the best detection significance values and
abundance constraints for all of the molecules of interest are achieved by including
the broadest possible wavelength coverage at the highest possible spectral resolution.
Our primary goal, however, was to determine how the detection significance and
abundance constraints behave as a function of the continuous wavelength coverage
and spectral resolution. In the previous section, we elaborate on the effect that
additional wavelength coverage and finer resolution have on the retrieval results for
each molecule individually. Below we summarize our key findings:
• When considering the contribution of additional wavelength coverage to the
capability of an instrument with a continuous infrared bandpass, the most cru-
cial spectral features (for H2O, CO2, CH4, O3, N2O, and CO) in transmission
spectra do not extend beyond 11µm.
• Utilizing a spectral resolution greater than R=100 proves to be significantly
beneficial to resolving features at wavelengths shorter than 5µm. Redder wave-
lengths offer notably broader features, easily resolved with a resolution of R=50.
• Degeneracies caused by significantly overlapping spectral features are most eas-
ily resolved by including an additional feature for one or both molecules.
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A brief summary of the crucial molecule-specific takeaways:
• When attempting to detect and constrain CH4, the observation of the 3.3µm
feature is essential. If one must opt for lower resolutions (R=100), including
the 2.3µm feature is incredibly valuable. While it is certainly ideal to include
both features, it is crucial to acknowledge that the benefit of a higher resolution
(R=300), in the absence of the 2.3µm feature, outweighs the benefit of including
this feature at a lower resolution (R=100).
• The results of this study validate an alternative to the observing strategies which
are currently available for H2O, which are limited to the weak near-infrared
features. We find that the more prominent unobscured spectral feature centered
at 6.3µm, combined with the dense cluster of features from other molecules at
3-5µm, provides a significant decrease in the necessary observing time to detect
H2O compared to the 1-5µm bandpass.
• CO2, due to its very prominent features, is easily detectable even only observing
the 4.3µm feature. However, increasing the wavelength coverage has statisti-
cally significant effects on the abundance constraints regardless of whether the
broader bandpass includes additional CO2 features.
• Given a mK = 8.0 source star, we find that utilizing an instrument with wave-
length coverage from 3-11µm, a spectral resolution of only R=50, and a 25m2
collecting area is sufficient to detect ozone abundances representative of modern-
day Earth with less than 13 transits and to constrain the abundance value within
an order-of-magnitude at 50 transits.
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• All of the N2O features from 1-30µm are partially or completely degenerate
with features from CO2 or CH4. However, under the detector set-up evaluated
in this study, observing only the features in the 3-5µm regime allows for a statis-
tically significant detection in less than 15 transits. The 1-5µm and the 3-11µm
bandpasses offer comparable improvements to both the detection significance
and abundance constraints.
The ability to detect and constrain the five biologically relevant molecular species
in the atmosphere of an Earth-analog should be the benchmark by which the next-
generation of exoplanet observatories are designed. The detection of significant
amounts of CH4 in tandem with O3 and/or N2O would constitute a promising indi-
cator of biogenic origins. However, as it has been laboriously stated, CH4 is the most
challenging molecule to detect in this study and will prove to be the limiting variable
in the development of a detector for these purposes. Unlike the other molecules con-
sidered here, CH4 does not possess broad unobscured features in the mid-infrared and
therefore does not have the advantage of relaxed spectral resolution requirements. It
is important to acknowledge, however; that this is not an argument against observing
mid-infrared wavelengths, which have been shown to be immensely valuable in the de-
tection and constraint of all of the other molecular species in this study. Rather, our
intention is to highlight that the choice of wavelength coverage for a next-generation
near-to-mid-infrared spectrometer, particularly on the blue end of the bandpass, must
be influenced by one or both of the near-infrared CH4 features. We conclude that
a near-to-mid-infrared spectrometer, aboard a next-generation space-based telescope
(with a collecting area of 25m2), boasting a bandpass including features between ∼2-
11µm and a resolution of R'50-300 would prove capable of detecting and constraining
all of the key bio-indicator gasses in Earth’s atmosphere. While the 2-11µm bandpass
was not explicitly probed in this study, our retrieval results indicate that it would
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provide 3.6σ detections in less transits and narrower abundance constraints than ei-
ther the 1-5µm or 3-11µm bandpasses studies here. Figure 4.1 provides a side-by-side
comparison of the retrieval results of these bandpasses.
5.2 Implications for Next-Generation Observatories
Our work has been motivated by the desire within the exoplanet community to
characterize the atmospheres of temperate terrestrial planets beyond our Solar Sys-
tem. The detection of molecular biosignatures on these small rocky planets looms
just beyond the capabilities of current space-based telescopes. A future facility with
broad continuous wavelength coverage in the near and mid-infrared combined with
detectors capable of driving observational noise down to the astrophysical noise floor
will have what it takes to comprehensively probe the climate and composition of
terrestrial exoplanet atmospheres.
The 2020 Decadal Survey will consider four flagship mission concepts including one
of particular interest to this study, the Origins Space Telescope. The Origins concept
includes a near-to-mid-infrared spectrograph boasting an impressive 2.8-20µm contin-
uous bandpass ranging from R'50-300 with detectors designed to reduce instrument
noise to approximately 5ppm (OST-STDT1). Although it excludes the 2.3µm feature
for CH4, the design of this instrument strongly aligns with the findings in this work
for the optimal observational setup for both detecting the presence and constraining
the abundances of Earth-like biosignatures.
We look to expand upon this work by testing a subset of this analysis to a broader
range of atmospheric compositions in order to determine the possibility of distinguish-
ing several plausible atmospheric compositions on known terrestrial planets and those
soon-to-be-discovered by TESS (Barclay et al. 2017). Additionally, we acknowledge
1https://asd.gsfc.nasa.gov/firs/docs/OriginsVolume1MissionConceptStudyReport.pdf
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the benefit of thermal emission spectroscopy for characterizing the thermal structure
of exoplanetary atmospheres and providing additional information on the molecular
abundances. Therefore, we aim to explore the effect of these observational parameters
on a similar grid of synthetic thermal emission spectra. To this end, we anticipate
that the synthesis of transmission and thermal emission as well as reflected light
spectroscopy to be essential to the comprehensive understanding of these exoplane-
tary environments.
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Chapter 6
ORIGINS SPACE TELESCOPE
6.1 Overview of Mission Concept & Goals
The Origins Space Telescope (Origins) Mission Concept was generated in response
to the call for large mission concepts to serve as NASA’s flagship observatory of the
2030s, immediately following JWST. The primary science objectives of Origins seek
to answer three questions:
• How do galaxies form stars, make metals, and grow their central supermassive
black holes from reionization to today?
• How do the conditions for habitability develop during the process of
planet formation?
• Do planets orbiting M-dwarf stars support life?
To answer this third question, the Origins Concept seeks to build upon the heritage
of missions like Hubble, Spitzer, and JWST as it further refines the technique of
transit spectroscopy. Origins would utilize active cryo-cooling and next-generation
detectors (described in Section 2.3) in order to push observational noise down to
the astrophysical noise limit. The on-board instrument of primary interest to our
study is the Mid-Infrared Spectrometer Camera Transit Spectrometer or MISC-T
instrument. This proposed instrument would boast broad continuous mid-infrared
wavelength coverage, without the use of multiple observing modes, combined with
moderate spectral resolutions across the entire bandpass.
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The goal of this instrument, in seeking to answer the third question stated above,
is to detect the presence and constrain the abundances of molecular biosignatures in
the atmospheres of temperate terrestrial exoplanets.
6.2 Contributions to Exoplanets Working Group
The MISC-T instrument would be primarily used to address the questions of
habitability for terrestrial-sized planets found orbiting M-dwarf stars. Therefore, the
Origins Exoplanets Working Group was assembled with the intent of studying the
technology requirements for the MISC-T instrument in order for it to plausibly achieve
this goal, were it to be launched. As members of the Working Group, we performed
hundreds of atmospheric retrievals on synthetic spectra of an Earth-like composition
atmosphere scaled onto TRAPPIST-1e with the host star at various magnitudes. The
primary collecting area of the proposed Origins mirror would be approximately 25m2.
Our grid of spectra was therefore produced over a range of wavelength coverages,
spectral resolutions, and signal-to-noise (realized as the number of observed transits).
Prior to our involvement, the Concept A or nominal design for the MISC-T instrument
included a bandpass from 5-30µm with a tentative resolution of R=100. Our study
explored wavelength coverage cutoffs specifically related to the detector capabilities
being studying by a separate detector engineering team. Furthermore, we explored
spectral resolution values from R=30 to 300 to determine the trade space between
various wavelength coverages and resolution values. The set-up for this retrieval study
was identical to the one described in Section 2 with the exception being that different
wavelength ranges were explored and retrievals were performed for both transmission
and thermal emission spectra.
The conclusions of our analysis informed the design specifications of the MISC-T
instrument by extending the blue wavelength cutoff from 5µm to 2.8µm to include the
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dense cluster of spectral features between 4-5µm and most importantly, the 3.3µm
CH4 feature. Additionally, our results emphasized the previously underestimated
benefit of increased spectral resolution below 5µm. Through our retrieval analysis, we
were further able to refine the red end of the wavelength coverage to 20µm, noting that
the inclusion of bands between 10.5-20µm in thermal emission greatly narrowed our
constraints of the planet’s surface temperature. Likewise, features beyond 10.5µm in
transmission and beyond 20µm in emission did little to narrow parameter constraints
or improve molecular detection significance values. Figures 6.1 through 6.4 illustrate
these findings and were produced by the IPAC graphics team for the Origins Mission
Concept Study Report utilizing the data from our retrieval study.
The details, specifications, and figures included throughout this chapter were
sourced from the aforementioned Origins Mission Concept Study Report (2019).
Figure 6.1: Synthetic thermal emission spectra generating using identical forward
model parameters as included in Table 2.1. Additional parameters were included for
the thermal emission spectra to define a temperature-pressure profile not constant
with altitude (like in the transmission forwards model) as emission spectra probe
physical characteristics deeper in the planet’s atmosphere. The thermal emission
spectra is reproduced here to illustrate the spectral features present across the wave-
length coverage explored in our Origins Concept study.
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Figure 6.2: Blackbody (BB) irradiance of objects over a range of temperatures (250-
10,000K). The red contour illustrates the range of BB spectra for the temperatures of
M-dwarf stars, while the blue contour represents the range of BB spectra for temperate
(habitable-zone) planets. The bandpass of the MISC-T instrument would cover the
near-to-mid-infrared wavelengths ideally suited to study the thermal emission spectra
of temperate planets given that the planet/star flux ratio is maximized in this regime.
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Figure 6.3: Posteriors for the Surface Temperature parameter evaluated over increas-
ing observed secondary eclipses. The dashed lines indicate 2σ, 3σ, and 5σ confidence
levels, respectively.
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Figure 6.4: Detection significance values displayed as σ confidence levels when re-
trieving for each molecular species (or combination of molecules i.e. N2O+CH4) in
transmission spectra. The values for O2/O3 indicate the result for O3 (for Origins)
and the combined features of O2 and O3 (for JWST). Different from the study de-
scribed in Chapters 2-5, the transmission spectra produced for this retrieval analysis
was generated using a host star with a magK=9.85 to represent the mean magnitude
of the 18 brightest targets in the estimates TESS yield (Barclay et al. 2018).
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